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Abstract
Branding has grown into a vital part of communicating a brand to its audience members.
Unfortunately, large portions of branding tactics are geared towards large corporations in large
communities. Small and mid-sized businesses require different tactics in order to create a brand
that effectively communicates its purpose and values to its consumers. Because of this, this thesis
is looking at the branding tactics of a small business in Charleston, Illinois. This business,
Phoenix Elite, showed weaknesses in multiple areas of its branding package. Using a literature
review, the goal is to create a better understanding of what branding is, as well as some key
components to branding in a small community. Once that knowledge has been established, this
thesis will pinpoint the weaknesses in Phoenix Elite’s brandings and create a branding campaign
to help strengthen those weaknesses. The overall goal of this thesis is to create a better
understanding of branding small businesses in small communities.
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Introduction
Small businesses are in almost every American community and take a variety of forms,
such as a local gas station, restaurant, gym, or retail store. In fact, there are approximately 30.7
million small and medium sized businesses in the US, which accounts for over 90% of all
businesses in the United States (Mohsin, 2020). These businesses sell an expansive array of
products and services and each one engages in methods and strategies to get consumers in the
door and then keep them coming back. One of the primary strategies businesses use is branding.
Branding can be thought of as the physical and visual representation of a business, which
connects consumers to an organization (Lloyd, 2019). Branding offers many small businesses a
tangible way to stand out among their competitors. Unfortunately many locally ran businesses,
specifically in small towns, do not have the resources necessary to engage in branding to the
same degree as large corporations. This raises questions concerning how such businesses can
brand effectively.
Besser (1999) believes that in order to create positive word of mouth and increase the
chances for success small businesses must be involved in their communities. Besser argues that
community involvement functions as a branding tactic that helps establish a strong connection
with community members and in turn, leads to more business. Helping in the community allows
an organization to demonstrate that it stands for the community’s values. This leads to more
word of mouth, allowing it to grow.
The purpose behind this creative thesis is to apply branding tactics to a small business in
order to increase brand awareness and generate consumer interest. To this end this project
utilized Besser’s (1999) approach as the foundation for establishing brand values and
encouraging community involvement. After identifying a local business in the Charleston,
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Illinois area, the business’ current branding was analyzed to identify weaknesses in techniques
and message content. Using the conceptual framework on branding outlined in the literature
review, these weaknesses were addressed through a new branding package, which was
implemented over two months. Before discussing the new branding package and its impact, this
essay will review previous research about branding, authenticity, social media, and small
businesses. This review provides the theoretical foundation for this creative thesis and
establishes the strategic guidelines utilized in the re-branding.
Literature Review
Branding
In order to understand branding, it is important to consider its history. Branding actually
began in the 1500’s, but it did not become what we know as “branding” until the 19th and 20th
century (Cantor, 2020). The word branding originates from a word used in Old Norse, brandr, or
to burn (Holland, 2017). Originally, branding was the process of using hot metal to burn the hide
of cattle or horses. Farmers used this process to help butchers and consumers identify where
meat was coming from. Butchers were able to distinguish the quality of meat based on the brand
put on the cattle (Cantor, 2020). Eventually, branding transitioned from identifying cattle, to
helping identify other products and services by their producers. Brands, such as Coca-Cola,
started using this process to help distinguish their products from generic products (Lloyd, 2019).
As people became more comfortable with branding, consumers started to remember brands and
what their organizations stood for (Holland, 2017). As branding became more commonplace
researchers began to look at techniques to help branding become more effective. Components of
the branding process were identified and researchers focused on what encouraged consumers to
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buy branded products. Branding has continued to evolve and has become a crucial part of any
business’ success.
Over time branding has had many definitions and has been researched from different
perspectives. David Ogilvy, often considered the father of advertising, defines branding as “the
intangible sum of a product’s attributes” (Lloyd, 2019, para. 4). Though this appears to be a
straightforward definition, looking at branding as “intangible” deters businesses and consumers
from feeling as though they can use it productively. This is because it can be difficult to create a
physical logo, color scheme, or connection while highlighting the intangible. This has lead to
researchers arguing that branding is “a person’s perception of a product, service, experience, or
organization” (Lloyd 2019, para. 5) resulting from a brand’s strategic communication strategies.
This approach conceptualizes branding as a process that results in a sense of understanding
between consumers and a brand. However, since branding is a conceptually fluid concept, it is
hard to find a concrete definition that relates to the myriad of cultural and physical scenarios for
every business and consumer. Therefore, researchers have settled on a generalized meaning that
helps conceptualize the process, rather than create a strict definition. This allows organizations to
use a specific logo, name, or color to help consumers create a connection to an organization and
how they feel about their products or services (Lloyd, 2019).
As a result researchers and scholars have created their own understandings of branding
and its general meaning. Jack Renwick, professional designer and branding scholar, had an
interesting take on the meaning of branding arguing it was “the tangible manifestation of an idea,
either to reflect conceptions around a product, or to inspire entirely new ones in consumers’
minds” (Montgomery, 2015 para. 6). Renwick simplified this definition to the “tangible soul” of
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a brand. Seeing branding as the “tangible soul” of a company’s concepts and ideals helps
establish a connection with consumers that makes branding more than logos, colors, and fonts
(Montgomery, 2015). Instead it allows us to create a connection between the organization’s
consumers and the brand’s purpose. Looking at an organization’s morals, ideals or virtues, and
then creating a brand that represents those values to consumers, often leads to a deeper
connection between a business and its stakeholders. When businesses understand this
connection, they are able to create the “tangible manifestation” of who they are, hopefully
creating a loyal customer base in the process. This has vaulted branding to the forefront of
organizations’ focus when considering marketing and advertising strategies.
Since the 1970’s, “branding has moved from an occasionally studied activity to a major
concern for both business and society” (Swaminathan et al, 2020, p. 25). The more a business
understands about branding and how it functions, the better they are able to utilize its value
creation with a large number of consumers. Research provides businesses with different branding
techniques, styles, and distribution methods. Beyond this, organizations can brand effectively in
a way that is easy for consumers to understand and to make connections with a business.
Therefore branding has become a crucial part of any business’ communication efforts. This has
opened up opportunities for branding to expand, especially through social media.
Swaminathan et. al. (2020) found that social media creates an environment where,
“information is always accessible and abundant, search costs are low, (and) goods and services
from geographic boundaries are easier to reach than ever” (p. 30). This suggests that branding is
easier to distribute to today’s consumers because of our modern, hyper-connected world. Easy
distribution is a positive development for branding because information can reach more
consumers with less effort. However, distributing information at this rate can also be detrimental
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to an organization because mistakes and issues with the product or brand are also distributed
quickly.
Branding professionals create physical representations of an organization’s morals,
values, and purpose. There are multiple ways an organization can use branding to help create this
physical representation, but one of the most common is a logo. Logos are a huge visual and
symbolic part of branding that allow a businesses or organization to get attention from
consumers, create a strong first impression, make a business memorable, separate one business
from another, and create brand loyalty (Paget, 2017). This is one of the first steps in creating a
brand. Beyond logos, other physical attributes of creating a brand are color schemes, font styles
and types, copywriting, a mission statement, and a written purpose for an organization
(Commentator, 2019). Creating unity and consistency with these attributes allows consumers to
easily identify and connect with a product or service.
Consumers also connect internal organizational attributes to how they perceive a brand.
These attributes are the organization’s internal purpose and meaning as well as the experience
consumers have with the organization (Lloyd, 2019). Since brands are amorphous, it is important
to understand that each consumer has a unique and inimitable experience with every brand
(Lloyd, 2019). Having strengths in both the physical and internal areas of branding allows an
organization to harness the power of branding and build a successful business, which varies in
definition based on its size, location, and goals. Since, this review is focused on small businesses,
specifically in small communities, the definition of success will be vastly different than larger
businesses.
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Small Businesses in Small Towns
The Hallmark channel does a pretty good job at identifying the environment of a small
town. Everyone knows everyone, there are absolutely no secrets, and somehow Santa is the only
old man in town. These stereotypes may seem ridiculous, but interestingly enough, small
communities typically live up to them. In these communities, “mom and pop” shops are popular.
People of the community try to stay loyal to businesses that have been passed down through
generations. Unfortunately, this makes it difficult to build new businesses in communities
dominated by local traditions and norms. One potential solution to this problem is through
community involvement. Besser (1999) looked at community involvement in small towns and
found that the larger the city, the more acceptable it was for a community member and business
owner to be aloof or uninvolved. Once the size of a city or town decreased, the more community
members expected businesses to be actively involved in the community. This is because the
emotional connection to a “small town” correlates with the desire to want to be a part of a
community that helps each other. Besser (1999) claims that when businesses take positions of
leadership in small towns it allows for community members to feel as though that business is a
vital link in the town’s social standing. This means that businesses in small towns are more
successful if they put effort into being directly involved in community events and concerns.
Beyond being active in local communities, organizations also must understand the core
values of their communities. Youth programs, church events, social events, or even political
events are popular when it comes to small communities (Besser, 1999). This means that in order
for a small business to succeed in a small town, it is important for the organization to be
consistent with the morals and ideals of the community. Members of these tight knit
communities rely on one another to stay strong and any ideas that threaten the community will
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instantly be put down. However, it is also important for a business to be authentic in their morals
and values, and if those morals do not fit the expectations of the town they may end up closing
their doors because they lack the ability to be successful (Besser, 1999).
In The General Model of Business Success written by Besser (1999), he establishes that
personal and professional support go hand in hand in small towns. In order for a business to be
successful in a professional manner, the community must first have a personal connection with it,
created through its work within, and interaction with, the community. The personal connection
grows from the business supporting the community, which then leads to the community
supporting the business. Small businesses in small communities must morph into a version of
what the community, as a whole, believes and stands for. If a business is able to do this, they will
be one step closer to success. As mentioned, this success depends on the authenticity of the
brand, and whether or not the community feels the business is truly trying to be a part of it, or
just pretending to receive support.
Authenticity
Authenticity is derived from the Latin word “authenticu and the Greek word authentikos
conveying a sense of trustworthiness” (Bruhn et al, 2012, p. 566). Authenticity has been around
for centuries, meaning that its importance outdates any contemporary sense of branding or
marketing. Authenticity in brands “is based on the evaluation of individuals rather than being
solely related to the inherent attributes of the brand” (Bruhn et al, 2012, p. 568). This means that
authenticity goes deeper than what the brand stands for and what it produces, but corresponds
with the core of a brand. If the ideals and morals of a brand are not authentic, then they cannot
stand strong to represent the business in a positive light. Authenticity in a brand “should be
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authentic; reflect true character; and be built on values, uniqueness, and genius” (Taskiran, 2019,
p. 147).
Authenticity is known as a “socially constructed phenomenon” (Carrol & Wheaton, 2009
p. 2). This is because authenticity is not a physical object or a natural phenomenon. Authenticity
is constructed through the culture, conversations, and expectations between people and
communities. Therefore authenticity can mean completely different things to different people,
depending on the time, place, and situation. Due to this lack of clarity, it can be hard for brands
to establish authenticity, but it is important because it helps build trust between a business and its
consumers. Without an authentic brand, the consumer connection with the brand may become
distressed, leading to a disconnection from the brand and the product (Bruhn et al, 2012).
The popularity of trends, values, and concerns in society change over time and this can
make it extremely difficult for a brand to stay authentic (Atwal & Harris, 2017). Unfortunately,
brands cannot create authenticity without being authentic, and sometimes the quest to be
authentic can lead to “fabricated authenticity or staged authenticity” (Atwal, 2017, p. 349). The
concept of fabricated authenticity, or authenticity that is created or staged, is something that is
often overlooked. Celebrities, businesses, and organizations often use authenticity as an aspect of
their branding to win over the public. Much like picking a clear font, photo, or color scheme,
branding tactics use authenticity to manifest a particular idea about a brand or, in other words,
fabricate an idea to make that brand seem trustworthy (Visser, 2020). Manipulating authenticity
to gain the trust of consumers may seem like a paradox in itself, but it is a tactic that is widely
used by businesses and individuals to brand and gain the respect of consumers (Visser, 2020).
Having staged or fabricated authenticity can be detrimental to a brand because, if exposed,
consumers will not feel as though they can trust a brand that creates fake values, morals, and
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inauthentic behaviors. Since the word “authenticity refers to the qualities of genuineness, truth,
and reality,” (Tran & Keng, 2018, p. 278) it is not something that should be fabricated. But some
brands try because “Authenticity is one of the cornerstones of the contemporary marketing
practice” (Tran & Keng, 2018, p. 279) and therefore, it has become evident that authenticity is
necessary for successful branding.
Brand authenticity has multiple dimensions. This includes, but is not limited to, realism,
control, connection, and virtue (Beverland, 2006). Realism looks at how real or genuine the
brand is. Some concerns associated with realism are whether or not it repeats other brand styles
or logos, or whether its concepts and ideals are unoriginal. Control uses knowledge and “mastery
over their environment” (Keng & Tran, 2018) to show consumers that they are in control. For
example, airline workers inform consumers of safety measures to help establish control within an
aircraft. If a flight attendant seemed nervous or uneducated on safety protocols, individuals on a
flight would be less inclined to listen in case of an emergency. This allows for brands to be
aware of their environment, which helps create a link between the brand and its consumers.
Connection is geared towards creating a relationship with a community. This is important
because consumers rely on their connection to a brand to help them decide how active they will
be with the brand and its products or services. Finally, virtue refers to the beliefs and morals of a
company. It is more important now than ever before for a company to stand strong to what they
believe and, at times, even advocate for current political or social issues (Atwal, 2017). Staying
true to your virtues derives from the societal pressures that an organization needs to be authentic,
passionate, and speak out on their beliefs. If a company steers clear of this, consumers and
stakeholders can see the brand as inauthentic, which can then lead to fewer supporters. Together
these components help determine a brand’s authenticity, and are important for a brand’s success.
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In order to create a feeling of authenticity, organizations need a platform to distribute their ideas
and behaviors. Though word of mouth and community involvement can be the most organic way
to communicate authenticity, social media is a popular contemporary distribution method.
Social Media
There are many ways to communicate, but currently “the most popular means of
interaction with each other is related to web-based technologies” (Gulati, 2019, p. 28). Webbased technologies come in many forms, social media being one of the most widely known.
Social media is “a collective term for websites and applications which focus on communication,
community-based input, interaction, content-sharing and collaboration” (Rouse, 2020, p. 15).
Society uses social media to get in touch with each other instantaneously. Social media can
include many things like “social networks, social news, media sharing, micro blogging,
discussion forums, community blogs, social reviews, or bookmarking sites” (Gulati, 2019, p. 27).
The communication opportunities for businesses are endless and social media is often used for
branding. Since social media is constantly changing, there are always new methods and
techniques to use for branding a business. Currently some of the most popular social media sites
for branding are Linked In, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter (Gulati, 2019).
Even though social media is one of the most popular “means of interaction” in today’s
society, there is a still a significant number of businesses that do not utilize this tool (Gulati,
2019, p.30). However, since social media is so prevalent in consumers’ lives, it is important for
businesses to utilize this resource. Fortunately as social media grows, “businesses of all types are
getting involved in social media in an attempt to reach new audiences and strengthen their ties
with existing customers” (Perdue, 2010, p. 3). Businesses that utilize social media receive easy
access to their consumers. However, a portion of businesses that use social media still do not
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have guidelines for posting, content creation, or social media regulations (Gulati, 2019). Studies
done in the past two years have found that “many companies had no specific social media
guidelines or policies, and those that did ‘stretched existing editorial guidelines to cover social
media’” (Mourao & Harlow, 2020, p. 219). This is an issue because it can lead to inconsistency
or laziness. Since people connect what they see and hear about a business to its brand, such
qualities may create confusion for consumers.
Today’s society is full of instant gratification, and therefore it is important for businesses
to work towards an audience centered gratification approach. This approach “sees target
audiences as active (and) differs from other notions which tend to argue that the tools of mass
communication greatly affect the target audience” (Taskiran, 2019, p.144). This means that
businesses are starting to look at customers as active beings that need gratification in order to be
satisfied. Without the instant gratification of receiving information about a product or service
they can become frustrated, and discouraged from making purchases. One of the most important
social media tactics connected to branding is a quick response time. If a business “keep(s) up
with the comments on its page” it can “keep consumers attracted, interested, and motivated”
(Gulati 2019, p. 30). Many social media sites even publish how quickly a business responds to
questions, comments, and mentions. Quick response times make the customer feel important and
appreciated, leading to higher levels of customer satisfaction. Since social media is “a
communication medium based on participation and interaction” (Taskiran, 2019, p. 144) it is
important to maintain this standard of interaction.
As social media’s reach grows, it is important to observe what current and potential
consumers are doing with the information they find there. If a business analyzes which posts get
the most exposure, they will have a better understanding of what and when to post. Utilizing
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social media is important for branding and gives businesses an opportunity to reach potential
stakeholders much faster. If used correctly, social media can be the turning point in the success
of a business. Understanding social media, small business, authenticity, and branding allows us
to apply branding techniques to small community businesses.
Charleston, Illinois
According to Britannica (2013) Charleston, Illinois was first settled in 1826. Charleston
was established in 1831 but was not incorporated until 1865. Settled by Benjamin Parker, the
city’s name came from its first postmaster Charles Morton. Being the host of one of the Lincoln
v. Douglas presidential debates, Charleston has a personal tie to our late president Abraham
Lincoln. Because of this, there is a connection to Lincoln’s childhood, leading to a large
influence of agriculture and upcoming factory work since Lincoln came from an agriculturally
based family. Visitors can see this connection when visiting one of Central Illinois’ historical
sites, the Lincoln log cabin, only 20 minutes from Charleston. As Charleston has expanded over
time, the community continued to focus on this connection and utilized it to build a strong
community that led to growth in both size and population. According to the 2018 census,
Charleston has a population of approximately 20,000 people. The median household income is
approximately $37,000, with a median age of 26 years old and a poverty rate of 32%. With such
demographics, Charleston is the prototypical small town community (Charleston, 2018).
Phoenix Elite
Phoenix Elite was established on February 1, 2016 and provides gymnastics, ninja warrior,
cheer, and tumbling classes to the Mattoon-Charleston community. It also provides rentals for
birthday parties and family events. Phoenix Elite utilizes Facebook and Instagram as its main
social media platforms. It also relies on its website to share information. During four years of
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operation, Phoenix Elite has grown exponentially and during peak season, September through
March, can have upwards of 300 kids walk through the door on a weekly basis. This thesis
examined the branding of Phoenix Elite to identify weaknesses and then provide solutions that
would allow Phoenix Elite to grow. The goal was to create a new, defined brand with which
consumers can easily connect while staying true to the community ties it has already built.
An evaluation of its current branding practices revealed that Phoenix Elite had issues
with their branding consistency and unity. There was little to no consistency in the colors, fonts,
or logos, and the organization’s social media presence was paltry at best. Looking at past
interactions on social media, Phoenix Elite posted once or twice a month. Some months, the
business had no presence on social media. Looking at the business’ history, there have been four
different logos, and there is no establishment of a consistent font or color scheme. This can
create a huge issue when consumers are trying to identify a business. Having such visual
inconsistency creates a gap in customers’ understanding of the brand, which could potentially
lead to a loss of business. According to previous research, a brand needs to have consistent
colors, fonts, logos, slogans, and social media presence (Commentator, 2019). As noted earlier,
these components are essential to creating authenticity and unity between the business and its
consumers. Taking this into consideration, it was clear that Phoenix Elite would benefit from the
creation of guidelines that allow the business to be consistently represented.
This creative thesis developed a branding package for Phoenix Elite. This includes, but
was not limited to, a new logo, fonts, color palette, formatting for documents, formatting for
social media posts, and layouts for flyers. This helped create a consistent look and feel across all
its social media platforms and the website. The goal was to take this small business and create a
consistent and clear message in its branding to help connect it to the community and draw people
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to the organization. When coupled with a new social media strategy, based on regular posting
and connecting with the community, this should create an influx of followers on their Facebook
and Instagram accounts and hopefully increase the number of customers. In order to track these
results, I looked at current followers, impressions, social media interactions, and current
members of Phoenix Elite. Then for two months, the new branding techniques were implemented
into Phoenix Elite’s social media platforms and website. Before we examine the impact of the
branding campaign, this paper covers the new branding packing in detail.
Branding Package
A complete redesign was done for Phoenix Elite’s new branding package, including new
fonts, logo, colors, and slogan. As mentioned previously these are the core components that
create more effective branding and therefore I created the brand’s physical attributes as a visual
expression of the brand’s values. These changes will hopefully create an understanding of
Phoenix Elite’s values and can evolve as the brand grows over time.
As a brand Phoenix Elite is geared towards families. Phoenix Elite’s purpose is to help
people of all ages to grow as individuals and athletes by encouraging them to push themselves
and work toward their goals. Because of this, the business puts most of its focus on family
oriented values. This includes, but is not limited to, kindness, honesty, hard work, and positivity.
Kindness refers to treating everyone with respect and using language and actions that are
considerate of others. These lead to a positive environment, which is another value of Phoenix
Elite. Generating positivity allows for members of the community feel as though they are safe
and welcome at Phoenix Elite. Hard work and honesty allow community members to feel like
they can trust Phoenix Elite to not only be transparent, but to also give them a service based on
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hard work. The Charleston community is family oriented and having organizational values that
directly correlate hopefully leads to a stronger connection with the community.
Brand Font
It should be clear by now that the main purpose of branding is to help establish a
connection between a brand and its audience. In order to do this, one step a business needs to
take is to establish a consistent font. Fonts have personalities, meaning you can get a feel for
what the brand means before you comprehend the words you read (Burgess, 2019). Therefore, it
is important to find a font that displays a brand’s personality. There are two levels of fonts that
are important for a brand. There is the primary font, which is utilized for the logo, headers, and
key information, and the secondary font that is utilized for paragraphs, smaller pieces of
information, and elaboration on headers. The process of deciding a font requires multiple steps.
The first step is deciding on a serif or san serif font (Fulmer, 2020). Fulmer (2020) explains that
serif fonts have small additions at the ends of some of the strokes that make up a letter, san serif
fonts are simply fonts without those decorative additions.
The next step is deciding on a font that is clear and readable. Phoenix Elite is an athletic
facility geared towards children, allowing the brand to have a free flowing, energetic personality.
A simple, clean cut, young, and stable font best represents such a personality. Because we are
branding a business geared toward families, it is also important to have a font that is easy to
understand. Therefore, I decided to stay away from handwritten and decorative fonts. After
moving through the steps of deciding a font, I chose the “Din Condensed” font for my headers
(Appendix A). As mentioned earlier, Phoenix Elite revolves around family values and, because
of this, Din Condensed helps Phoenix Elite appear as kid oriented and fun.
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According to research, when choosing a secondary font, it is important to make it
opposite of your header (Burgess, 2019). This means, if your header is a san-serif font, your
secondary font should be a serif font, and vice versa. As a result, I followed the same process
that I did for my primary font and made my secondary font simple, clear, and young, but with
serifs. The secondary font is “Timeless” (appendix A). These fonts work well together, and help
express the “personality” of Phoenix Elite.
Brand Logo
The next step in the branding process is choosing a brand logo. Logos are intended to be
the face of the company, allowing consumers to recognize a business (Decker, 2019). A good
logo allows a business to be separate itself from its competitors, establish brand loyalty, and
helps new consumers to get to know a business (Padget, 2017). Phoenix Elite’s current logo is
distinct, so it allows for the audience to understand what it represents, with or without text, and
with or without color. I decided to maintain the all black coloring of the logo because it allows
for it to be put on most backgrounds without the need for a color change, making it more
universal (appendix B). The image can be put on stickers or plastered on any surface without
much concern for visibility. This logo could also work with any shirt color and is easily visible
on most backgrounds. This is important because it allows the logo to stand on its own and is
adaptable to multiple situations (Pomerleau, 2020). The logo is also timeless, simple, and
relevant, and when integrated with the new fonts it will be adaptable to all platforms (Appendix
B). Phoenix Elite strives to help their customers feel comfortable and at home, which is a part of
the brand’s values. Using this logo across all platforms creates consistency, helping demonstrate
to consumers that Phoenix Elite is here for them, ensuring its customers are its number one
priority.
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Brand Color
The next area of focus was the brand’s color scheme. A brand’s colors help create a
connection between the brand and its consumers. Color psychology plays a huge role in this.
Color psychology is the study of colors and how they relate to human behavior (Ferriera, 2020).
There is a generalized understanding of what each color means in different cultures. In
Midwestern America, where Phoenix Elite is located, colors like orange and yellow are used for
happiness and energy, shades of green mean growth and health, blues and purples represent trust
and loyalty, and reds stand for confidence, youth, and excitement. The color scheme for Phoenix
Elite will focus on red, orange, and black. Red helps draw attention, create excitement, and
convey youthfulness. This is important because a gymnastics facility is a place of excitement, a
place where children can be children, and a place full of energy. Therefore, red is a beneficial
color to use, because it encompasses the characteristics of the business. Red can also represent
danger and anger and so I have decided to pair it with orange. Orange is geared more towards
“creativity, adventure, enthusiasm, success, and balance” (para. 8). Using these colors together,
allows the positive attributes of red to come forward and create a brand that is bold, strong,
confident, and ready to take on the world, characteristics parents typically want in their children.
The final color, black, allows for consistency. Brands use this color as a baseline, which allows
for the logo to be easy to see and distinguishable against a variety of backgrounds. When
combined these colors create a strong brand and allow consumers to connect with the brand’s
personality and purpose. Deciding on the correct tint and shades of these colors, I decided to
stick with bright colors that are strong and vibrant. Because of this I chose candy apple red, Tiger
orange, and onyx black (Appendix A). These colors will help strengthen the brand and create
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unity by consistently using these colors throughout the social media and physical branding
elements of the business.
Color also plays a role in a brand’s authenticity because it allows the audience to see that
the business is geared towards its values, right down to the colors. If Phoenix Elite used colors
like brown, grey, and cool blue, the look would not exemplify its core characteristics. Since
colors mean something then the way a brand uses those colors can change the way consumers
see it. Using the right colors and good color combinations can allow consumers to feel more
comfortable with the brand, as if it authentically resembles the values and purpose it says it does.
Slogan
Once a visual foundation was established, it became important to look at Phoenix Elite’s
slogans and social media presence. To start, the slogan is “Fuel your Flame.” This is intended to
make athletes feel like they can accomplish anything so long as they surround themselves with
people and activities that help them achieve their goals. This slogan follows the branding
guidelines of being likeable, memorable and related to the brand (French, 2020). It is also
important that the brand slogan is simple, consistent, and timeless. “Fuel your Flame” is not
time sensitive, gets straight to the point, and relates to the values of the brand. Phoenixes are
made of fire, fires correlate to flames, and the slogan ties those components together to connect
the business to its personality. However, the slogan needs to be promoted better and utilized
more often in the business’ branding. Looking at the business and its social media accounts, the
slogan is not well known or promoted. This leads to the next step in the branding process, the
business’ social media presence.
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Social Media
The Covid-19 environment demanded changes in Phoenix Elite’s social media presence.
Social media is one of the most interactive and communicative aspects of a business and its
current value has increased due to social distancing and health guidelines. This was an
opportunity for Phoenix Elite to embrace staying active and communicative on social media,
something it struggled with in the past. Though the effects of the virus might deter from a large
impression rate on social media, I am hopeful that increased social media activity will be able to
maintain, if not increase, the number of followers and supporters. So even though significant
effects may not be noticed in the short-term, I believe the branding campaign will benefit the
business in the long-term and Phoenix Elite will be better off because of it.
Social Media Calendar
According to Perdue (2010), using social media allows for businesses to connect to new
and current consumers and these connections are imperative for businesses to succeed. Social
media calendars are essential for businesses to understand what to post and when to post it
(Aboulhosn, 2020). Having a calendar helps create consistency and ensures intentional posting.
If there is a calendar to specifically plan social media posts, the posts have a higher chance of
being well thought out and executed. Currently, Phoenix Elite posts twice a month on Facebook
and is inactive on Instagram. This is an area where improvement will help the business.
Establishing a social media calendar will not only enable the business to know when to post, but
will keep it accountable for posting.
It is suggested that a small business should post on Facebook three to five times a week,
and Instagram one to three times a week (Myers, 2020). According to Arens (2020), the best
time to post on Facebook and Instagram is between 10am-2pm on the weekdays. Weekends,
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weekday mornings, and evenings have low levels of engagement. Therefore, the social media
calendar for Phoenix Elite (Appendix C) requires social media posts on Facebook on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays at 12pm. Additionally it calls for posts on Instagram on Mondays and
Fridays at 12pm since those days have the highest social media traffic on Instagram according to
Arens (2020). Using this social media calendar, Phoenix Elite has the potential to create
consistent branding on its social media pages and increase brand awareness.
It is also important to determine what content a small business should post on social
media. According to Farid (2021) photos are a compulsory requirement for a social media post.
Photos allow for a post to be more charming and affective rather than wordy and dull. Because of
this I decided to add photos to all posts on the Phoenix Elite accounts. In cases when a photo was
not used, information was posted with a background or attractive design to draw visual interest
and attention. Farid claims that without the attractiveness of a photo, consumers are more likely
to scroll past the page or not read the information. The photos I used were directly related to the
gym and included photos of the gym space, equipment, special events, or athletes participating in
gym activities. When a photograph was not used visually attractive flyers related to important
gym information was posted (Appendix D).
According to Seiter (2020) it is important to create text for social media posts that is
short, sweet, and to the point. She mentions that social media users have a short attention span
and therefore it is important to make a post as simple and task free as possible. Because of this, I
made sure to focus on creating posts that were not chock-full of information, but rather
communicated only the necessary information, allowing consumers to feel knowledgeable on the
topic, but not overwhelmed. Posts are typically filled with simple sentences that are short and to
the point.
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Kessler (2018) argues that parents thrive off validation, saying that it provides the
comfort people desire to confirm that they are doing the right thing. Because of this, we decided
to make an athlete spotlight post. Every Friday I chose an athlete that demonstrated the values of
Phoenix Elite, hard work and a positive attitude, to feature on social media. During athlete
spotlights, we posted photos of the athletes as well as interviewed them about what they love
about the gym and some things they are working on (Appendix D). This helps to establish
authenticity by reinforcing the organization’s values, while also validating parents’ decisions to
enroll their child at the gym. Before the campaign, there was no attempt to establish the business’
values and morals or validate choices.
Goals
A business needs to set short- and long-term social media goals. The short-term goal of
Phoenix Elite was to increase brand awareness by 5% by March 2021. To measure this goal, I
conducted a survey before and after the branding campaign to see if brand awareness had
increased. The long-term goal is to continue to increase brand awareness yearly. I will be able to
monitor this by tracking social media impressions, reactions, and overall influx or reflux of
consumers utilizing the business’ services. I can use this information to adjust the social media
and branding presence of Phoenix Elite.
Discussion
At the beginning of this research I wrote about the importance of branding, authenticity,
and social media. A major takeaway from the initial analysis of Phoenix Elite’s branding, paired
with the literature review, is that Phoenix Elite exhibited numerous weaknesses when it came to
its branding package. One of the primary weaknesses is that the business did not have a
consistent brand. Commentator (2019) argued that a brand must be consistent because it allows
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for consumers to create a better connection between the brand and its organization. Fonts, logos,
colors, and social media posts need to show unity across all platforms and branding tactics. For
instance, having an inconsistent logo hindered the consumer’s ability to connect the different
logos to the brand. Constantly changing the logo took away from the purpose. Originally there
was a different logo for ninja, cheer, and trampoline classes, and the different logos were used
interchangeably, despite their original intent. By eliminating those and turning to a single logo, I
helped Phoenix Elite communicate a consistent brand. Once this was addressed, we were able to
look at the components surrounding the logo. This included the font, color, and slogan.
Implementing consistency and having a purpose behind each decision allowed for the brand to
appear more unified. Hopefully these decisions will continue to be implemented, adding to the
overall consistency of the brand.
Another weakness revealed by the initial brand analysis was Phoenix Elite’s poor social
media usage. Phoenix Elite rarely posted, and when they did there was not a consistent model.
To remedy this I created a social media calendar that allows the business to know when and what
they should post. This ensures that the business knows that on Mondays, between 10am-12pm,
they need to post a picture with information referring to the class schedule or birthday party
openings. On Wednesdays they post important information about upcoming events, and on
Friday they post an athlete spotlight. Athlete spotlights also allowed for the brand to share
accomplishments in the gym, class opportunities, and doubled as a way to express family values.
Because of the social media calendar, I believe I addressed the weaknesses related to social
media. According to Gulati (2019) if a business keeps up with its posting and maintains its
contact with its consumers over social media, it will have a higher chance of becoming more
relevant in its community. Within the posts, language was used to help display the values of
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Phoenix Elite. Since Phoenix Elite follows family values like integrity, kindness, honesty, and
togetherness, I made sure to highlight athletes that had these attributes. Through each post we
used language that was inclusive and helped to display these values. Because these values are
consistent through the organization, Phoenix Elite is more likely to be considered an authentic
organization. Earlier we read that in order to be authentic a business needs to “reflect true
character; and be built on values, uniqueness, and genius” (Taskiran, 2019, p. 147). Through
social media and the function of the organization, Phoenix Elite is able to establish authenticity
according to this definition.
As mentioned earlier, community involvement is an essential part of branding in a small
community. Therefore staying relevant to community members is essential to small businesses.
Phoenix Elite was already relatively active in its community, but throughout the campaign, I
decided to increase the role it played. During the two month campaign, Phoenix Elite
coordinated with the Fields church, the local soccer team, as well as participated in local boy
scout and Saint Jude fundraisers. Letting organizations utilize the location, as well as planning
future fundraising events, Phoenix Elite was able to maintain its involvement with the
community. This was already a strength of the business and the branding literature reinforced
that it should continue.
Prior to unveiling the new branding package and social media content, Phoenix Elite’s
Facebook page had 1,357 followers. Posts in the month of December had a reach of 506 people,
and there were 301 monthly page views. On a weekly basis, for the month of December, Phoenix
Elite received an average of three calls, one scheduled birthday party, and two consumers asking
about classes. Throughout the campaign, I logged the number of phone calls received, birthday
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parties scheduled, classes inquired about, Facebook messages, and new followers on a weekly
basis. In Figure 1 you can see the results of the branding campaign broken down by week.
Figure 1.
Week of date

Calls

B-day parties
scheduled

1 / 4 / 2021

23

6

9

17

New
Facebook
Followers
8

1 / 11 / 2021

31

7

5

19

3

1 / 18 / 2021

20

5

12

18

10

1 / 25 / 2021

13

3

5

14

2

2 / 1 / 2021

7

1

2

6

11

2 / 8 / 2021

31

13

6

20

3

2 / 15 / 2021

24

16

4

17

3

2 / 22 / 2021

13

7

5

10

4

Classes
Requested

Facebook
messages

Though I cannot prove that this campaign created the influx of Phoenix Elite’s consumer
base, I believe it played a significant role in its growth. Looking at the analytics before and after
the campaign, Phoenix Elite’s engagement increased in every single area. By the end of the
campaign its Facebook page gained 44 new followers, and increased its page engagement by
17%. According to the analytics on Facebook, Phoenix Elite increased in page engagement, post
engagement, video interactions, shares, likes, and photo interactions, all by over 17%. This is
noteworthy because it allowed us to understand that though the branding campaign may not have
been the sole source of growth, it appears to be a contributing factor given the timing of the large
increases in numerous aspects of its social media. The Instagram page did not receive as much
growth, but prior to the branding campaign the Instagram page was desolate, meaning it might
take more time to create significant growth on that platform. Overall, the branding campaign
shows signs of benefiting the business in its social media.
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Following the campaign, Phoenix Elite received anywhere from 7-31 calls a week, up to
16 birthday parties scheduled, 2-12 classes inquired about, and 6-20 Facebook messages.
Looking at the numbers prior to the campaign, all of these numbers are substantially larger. Once
again we cannot assume that all of these influxes are due to the branding campaign, but we can
assume the campaign played a significant role in these increases.
Conclusion
The purpose behind this creative thesis was to apply branding tactics to a small business
in order to increase brand awareness and generate consumer interest. There are a few key
takeaways of note to consider after completing the branding work and implementing the new
branding package. First it is clear that branding in small communities is much different than
branding large corporations in big cities. Small communities require a higher level of
authenticity and community involvement (Tran & Keng, 2018). Because of this, we had to utilize
social media and branding tactics to highlight organizational values and build and maintain
strong relationships with the surrounding community. Phoenix Elite’s values of trust, integrity,
honesty, and kindness needed to be communicated and displayed in order to create authenticity
and benefit from their community involvement.
Second, the importance of social media to a local business in a small town was really
made clear. Small towns get most of their information from word of mouth but because of our
mediated world, business are able to generate word of mouth through social media (Centeno et.
al., 2012). The increase in engagement on the social media pages helped me realize that utilizing
social media is a key component to branding a small business in a small community. This is a
resource that is easy to utilize and, if done correctly, it can greatly benefit the branding of a small
business.
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Lastly, this thesis highlights the importance of consistency in branding a small business.
Through logos, social media, colors, fonts, and the day-to-day functions of the organization it is
important to stay consistent. Once Phoenix Elite established consistency in its branding, audience
members were able to better understand what the brand offers and represents. Referring to
Commentator (2019), a consistent brand is important for the business and the audience members.
Being consistent allows a brand to stay in the forefront of the consumers’ minds and when a
consumer in the Coles County area thinks of ninja, cheer, or gymnastics classes, they will be
more likely to think of Phoenix Elite.
Through this thesis I learned about the importance of branding. Putting time and effort
into a business’ branding package is a lengthy process. But that process allows for the
organization to learn more about what they stand for and how they want to be presented, as well
as determined the best way for consumers to understand the brand and what it represents. This
process allowed Phoenix Elite to identify its weaknesses and work on ways to make its brand
stronger, more authentic. I learned why it is important to focus on details because something as
simple as posting frequency can change the perception of the audience. Small towns and
businesses are sprinkled across the entirety of the United States. In today’s world, small
businesses are becoming a dying breed. Because of this, it is important to implement branding
tactics and continue to allow small businesses to grow and thrive in today’s fast pace, instant
gratification geared society. It is hopeful that this branding campaign outlines the beginning of
that process.
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Primary Font:

DIN CONDENSED
Secondary Font:

Timeless

Colors:
Onyx Black, Tiger Orange, Candy apple Red
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Old Logo

New Logo
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Appendix C
Social Media Calendar
Monday
Tuesday
12pm
Prepare
Image
Post
Post with
reference
to new
classes or
birthday
parties.
Picture of
athletes
being
active, or
of
birthday
parties.
This post
will
directly
copy onto
instagram.
Instagram 12pm
Image
Post
Facebook

Wednesday Thursday Friday
Saturday
12pm
Prepare 12pm
Information Post
Image Post.
Post on
Fridays are
upcoming
for the
events,
athlete
important
spotlight.
information,
Pictures
or schedule
and videos
changes.
of the
chosen
athlete are
taken as
well as
information
about why
they were
picked and
why they
love gym.
Prepare
Post

12pm
Image Post

Sunday
Prepare
Post

Prepare
Post
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